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It’s time for organizations to update their ITSM tool selection criteria and processes.

Selecting a new IT service management (ITSM) tool has never been easy. And 
now, ITSM tools do more than ever before. You can extend their use beyond IT, 
harness new artificial intelligence (AI)-based functionality, and take advantage of 
platform-based capabilities to create business-specific solutions. The options may 
be overwhelming—those same new capabilities make the process of evaluating and 
selecting the right ITSM tool harder than ever.

This challenge, and whether it’s successfully handled, is one of the key factors driving 
a high level of ITSM tool churn. Working through long lists of features, functions, 
and other requirements within requests for proposal (RFPs) is no longer an effective 
strategy. Instead, organizations must focus on how an ITSM tool can successfully 
deliver the business outcomes they need. 

So, what should your organization consider when selecting a new ITSM platform? 
This eBook outlines the 10 most important selection criteria:

1. ITSM table stakes

2. Delivered employee experiences

3. Service delivery capabilities beyond IT 

4. System integrations and interoperability

5. Ongoing performance improvement and optimization 

6. Alignment with best practice frameworks 

7. Total cost of ownership (TCO)

8. Quick time-to-value and ease of change

9. Vendor investments in new capabilities

10.  Quality of the vendor relationship

Stephen Mann
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This criterion is fundamental when selecting a new ITSM tool. After all, if the solution can’t help 
to deliver the required ITSM capabilities and the business outcomes these capabilities deliver, it 
should be a non-starter no matter how well it fares across other selection criteria.

These table stakes will, of course, depend on your organization’s needs, including its current 
and desired future ITSM capabilities and the business outcomes you expect. Foundational 
capabilities are likely to include incident, problem, and change management, typically in the 
context of an IT service desk, along with other commonly adopted capabilities described in 
ITSM best practice standards such as ITIL.

However, a critical key to success in new ITSM tool selection, and its day-to-day use, is 
understanding the difference between a tool simply offering capabilities—“Our ITSM tool does 
X, Y, and Z”—and whether that tool’s capabilities actually enable customers to consistently 
achieve success. This understanding can only be achieved through focused conversations with 
existing tool customers.

When evaluating table stakes, there are four basic ITSM-enabling capabilities to focus on:

1. Self-service

2. Knowledge management

3. Automation

4. Reporting and analytics 

The need to focus on these key enabling capabilities is two-fold. First, they’re important to the quality of ITSM processes and the business outcomes they 
support. Second, organizations commonly struggle with these areas—with the root causes ranging from organizational approach and capabilities to whether 
the selected ITSM tool is actually a good fit for the organization’s needs.

The question of fit may extend beyond these four key capabilities, given that different organizations have different needs for their ITSM tool—from a 
simple help desk, to an Enterprise Service Management (ESM) environment supporting non-IT use cases, to a full platform to further extend the solution’s 
applicability and value.

The bottom line here is that not all ITSM tools, and their capabilities, are created equal (no matter what a traditional ITSM tool RFP responses might portray).

1. ITSM Table Stakes 
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Today, employee experience is a make-or-break factor for IT service desks and wider ITSM operations. In particular, the ability of IT service delivery and support 
capabilities to optimize employee productivity—allowing employees to get their work done, and with a minimal friction and disruption—is no longer optional. From 
an ITSM tool perspective, the need to focus on the experience applies to service and support personnel as well as the people they serve. Effectiveness of the user 
experience will be judged not only by the ability of IT personnel to swiftly resolve issues or to provision against service requests, but also by the extent to which 
the ITSM tool facilitates—and doesn’t hinder—how work flows and ultimately gets done for all employees across the organization. 

From the employee—or customer—perspective, a consumer-like, omnichannel experience can boost productivity. The omnichannel experience would include 
traditional telephone, email, and walk-up channels, along with newer channels such as self-service portals, chat (and chatbots), and virtual agents embedded 
within the digital environments where employees work (such as Slack or Microsoft Teams).

Finally, while much of this might seem like an opportunity to add in more technology because you can, the true goal should be to increase employee productivity, 
both for those personnel providing service and support and for those employees whose roles are now reliant on fit-for-purpose IT services. Therefore, you need 
to ensure that your potential new ITSM tool’s product roadmap contains sufficient employee experience/productivity improvement investments.

2. Delivered Employee Experiences 
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Enterprise service management (ESM) is defined as, “The use of ITSM principles and capabilities in other business areas to improve performance, service, and 
outcomes.” Two-thirds of organizations are adopting ESM  to improve back-office operations and support digital transformation initiatives.

As with ITSM, ESM is a service-based approach to work and a corporate capability that’s a combination of people, processes, and technology. It thus requires a 
service mentality and an ITSM tool that’s capable of supporting non-IT workflows. Here, as with ITSM capabilities, it’s important to use more than a “paper exercise” 
to assess whether the needed enterprise service management capabilities are available. Instead, seek customer-based proof that the capabilities are an ideal fit to 
your purpose. 

These requirements include table stakes functionality, a great user 
experience, flexibility, data access and separation, easy integrations 
with key corporate systems, and multidimensional knowledge 
management. 

Three more important points to remember when selecting an ITSM tool 
to support ESM include the following:

1. ITSM capabilities, and their associated tooling, should work 
optimally prior to sharing with other business functions.

2. ESM isn’t about forcing ITSM capabilities and tool(s) on other 
business functions. Instead, it’s about improving productivity 
and optimizing service flows in the pursuit of better business 
outcomes.

3. Beyond basic ITSM tools, look for an ITSM platform that offers 
the ability to quickly and economically create new applications 
and services to suit the needs of different business functions 
and the people they serve. This consideration encompasses 
platform capabilities and low-code/no-code creation 
capabilities.

3. Service Delivery Capabilities Beyond IT
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An ITSM tool shouldn’t be a data, information, or knowledge 
island. This guideline is true when supporting both ITSM and ESM 
operations. For example, there’s a need to access various systems 
and data sources when automating the workflows and activities 
for employee onboarding and offboarding across various 
business functions, including human resources, IT, facilities, 
security, and others.

An ITSM tool must integrate not only with the full set of IT systems 
and tools, but also with a variety of business function tools, 
systems, and repositories. This requirement includes the initial 
integrations, potentially via a variety of integration methods such 
as REST APIs and out-of-the-box connectors, plus ongoing efforts 
and expenses required to ensure that any integrations remain 
fully functional over time as both the ITSM tool and the integrated 
entities change. 

It’s therefore critical to understand the integration abilities of your 
selected ITSM tool and the ease with which they can be used. As 
discussed above, seek out customer success feedback to ensure 
that integrations don’t become an inhibitor to improvement 
within your organization.

4. System Integrations and Interoperability
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Continual improvement is a core principle of ITIL. An effective 
ITSM tool must support ongoing improvements to individual ITSM 
practices, wider ESM use cases, employee experience, overall ITSM 
maturity, and better business outcomes. Such improvements can be 
driven by corporate strategy, external factors (including changes to 
industry best practices), the next phase of an agreed ITSM maturity 
improvement plan, or issues and opportunities identified through 
your ITSM tool’s reporting and analytics capabilities.

To support ongoing improvement, an ITSM tool needs to meet two 
key criteria:

1. It must provide reporting and analytics capabilities—including 
dashboards—to deliver insight into operational and business 
performance based on data from within the tool itself and/or 
from other core systems. 

2. It must provide the flexibility needed to change quickly from 
the status quo to the desired future state.

5. Ongoing Performance Improvement and Optimization
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Most successful ITSM tools have been designed and marketed as “ITIL-aligned” 
since of the success of ITIL v2 in the early 2000s. Here, ITIL served as a blueprint 
for what was needed in a fit-for-purpose ITSM tool, which made for a much 
easier tool selection process.

Today, however, the need for ITIL alignment has changed due to a number of 
factors:

1. In 2019, a significantly different ITIL 4 was introduced (even though 
some core ITSM capabilities remain the same).

2. ITIL is now competing with other bodies of service management best 
practice guidance such as COBIT, ISO/IEC 20000, IT4IT, and VeriSM. 
However, ITIL still has by far the highest level of adoption globally.

3. Other IT management guidance needs to work in tandem with the 
traditional ITSM guidance, including Agile, Lean, and DevOps. The new 
ITIL 4 guidance reflects these practices.

4. ITSM tools are increasingly being marketed and sold based on value 
creation rather than on ITIL-based features and functions.

Your organization should bear all of these factors in mind when selecting a 
new ITSM tool. In particular, the traditional RFP tick-box for ITIL-alignment, 
or third-party ITIL-alignment certification, needs to reflect the changes in ITIL 
4, including the move from the ITIL v3 Service Lifecycle to the ITIL 4 Service 
Value System and Service Value Chain , as well as the support for additional 
capabilities introduced in ITIL 4 such as portfolio management, project 
management, IT asset management (ITAM), and deployment management.

6. Alignment with Best Practice Frameworks

Source: HDI, The State of Technology and Operations in 2019
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There are few organizations for whom the price of an ITSM tool doesn’t play a big part in the decision to buy, even if it’s only one part of the value calculation. Here, 
the TCO of an ITSM tool is a combination of the licensing (hard dollar) costs and administrative/ongoing management (soft dollar) costs, with many cost elements to 
consider when calculating overall TCO. For example, for an on-premises solution, there are the “visible” costs such as:

• Perpetual license costs (subscription-like payment options might also be available)

• Infrastructure costs 

• Tool provider annual support and maintenance fees 

• Costs associated with running, maintaining, and supporting the solution

Additionally, you need to consider implementation costs, including configuration, customization, integration, and training costs. Moreover, there are tool upgrade 
costs when new versions are released. 

The solution’s available delivery and pricing models can make a big difference, too.  A flexible delivery model—across cloud services, on-premises, hosted by third 
parties, or a hybrid of these models—helps with pricing optimization and other factors, such as meeting the needs of relevant regulations or working effectively within 
internal staffing limitations. 

Then there’s how the solution is licensed—from the benefits of concurrent licensing, through to who needs a license to participate in workflows (e.g., approvers or 
report viewers), to the impact of any additional costs incurred through day-
to-day ITSM or enterprise service management activities.

Finally, your organization’s investment decision shouldn’t overlook the 
“invisible” or opportunity costs. That is, what’s forgone by a particular 
investment choice and the associated loss or additional later costs. This 
assessment is best viewed through a lens in which value is considered as 
the benefits realized minus the incurred costs. This methodology allows 
the purchasing organization to appreciate that the cheapest option isn’t 
always the best option. For example, a savings on purchase price might 
be dwarfed by a resulting loss in benefits (and value). Or, an organization 
may see value reduced due to missing ITSM capabilities or productivity 
losses that result from tool inflexibility and usability issues—with the latter 
ultimately affecting all employees, not just service and support staff.

7. Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
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While touched on in the TCO section, it’s important to understand not only 
the costs and delivered value but also when that value is delivered. Consider 
these three key points when assessing an ITSM tool’s time-to-value:

1. The initial tool implementation

2. Ongoing changes made to meet business needs, including those 
caused by external factors

3. Upgrades, including the impact they have on the status quo.

While the first of these three points is the most commonly focused on in 
time-to-value terms—after all, few organizations can afford to wait a year to 
get value from their ITSM tool investment—there’s more to optimizing time-
to-value than simply picking a solution that offers a speedy implementation. 
Quick implementation requires providing needed capabilities out-of-the-
box, best practices templates, using codeless/low-code configuration over 
customization, easy integrations, and experienced professional services 
support. These are important criteria, but so too should be the speed and 
ease of changing the current capabilities or adding in new ones, including 
the speedy creation of new bespoke applications and services. You must also 
consider time, effort, and costs involved to upgrade the solution—including 
whether customizations work correctly post-upgrade—as needed in the future.

8. Quick Time-to-Value and Ease of Change
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While the capabilities provided by an ITSM tool or platform might be ideal today, it would be foolish not to understand, prior to purchase, where your vendor will 
apply future product development funding and efforts. 

Your organization should expect short-term ITSM tool product roadmaps to cover aspects related to new customer needs such as ITIL 4 alignment, innovative ESM-
capabilities, platform developments, and new or enhanced capabilities focused on the delivery, measurement, and improvement of employee experience.

Another area to examine closely is a vendor’s roadmap for, and investment in, AI-enabled capabilities for ITSM and wider service management needs—from 
chatbots and smart ticketing to predictive analytics. Importantly, while the full extent of AI’s potential is unknown right now, from a service management perspective 
the early use cases are known, and some ITSM tools are already delivering this AI-enabled functionality.

So, look closely at where each ITSM tool being considered is heading: Is it a simple tweak of the status quo to improve usability, say, or is its roadmap laser-focused 
on the introduction of new capabilities that will help customers to improve significantly their service and support? 

9. Vendor Investments in New Capabilities
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Any ITSM tool vendor, or customer for that matter, that simply wants a transaction 
that exchanges licensing dollars for software doesn’t understand what it takes for an 
ITSM tool or platform to be successful. Success will only come from a great working 
relationship and partnership between the customer and ITSM vendor, and potentially 
a third-party service provider.

So, it’s important for your organization to select an ITSM vendor with whom it can 
work. Look for a vendor that has demonstrated successful relationships with its 
existing customers:

• In the marketing and sales process: Responsiveness to information requests, 
from proof of concept and help with business case creation and value 
calculations through to the contract negotiation process.

• During the tool implementation: How the ITSM vendor and its partners deliver 
against customer needs and expectations along with the quality of their 
interactions.

• With ongoing support: From the day-to-day support customers expect from a 
service provider to the guidance and support for peer interactions delivered 
across customer communities, local user groups, and regional events.

• In ongoing product development: The company’s investment in R&D, the 
volume and speed of new capability delivery, and how customers can, and do, 
contribute their requirements to the solution’s development.

Ultimately, this evaluation should be viewed as both parties appreciating the 
need to be focused on shared business success, not just on a successful sales and 
procurement transactions.

10. Quality of the Vendor Relationship

Strength of  
Emotional Connection

Love Hate
88% 2%

Source: Info-Tech Research Group, 2019.  Product Scorecard: Cherwell Service Management (p. 7).



Summary

ITSM.tools is an ITSM-focused website and service 
offering independent industry analysis, advisory, 
content, and consultancy. Content ranges from ITSM 
tool reviews, blogs, and industry news, to ITSM tips 
and best practices.

Cherwell has consistently ranked as an industry leader in 
ITSM and ESM software. The Colorado-based company 
is rated as a top employer state and nationwide, with its 
customer-first approach. Find out more about Cherwell 
products and services at Cherwell.com.

About ITSM.tools

About Cherwell

Learn more at Cherwell.com
  ihttps://itsm.tools/the-future-of-itsm-survey-results-2019/

 iihttps://www.cherwell.com/library/blog/itil-4-is-coming/

When selecting a new ITSM tool or platform, the key to your organization’s success is not only 
knowing what it needs in terms of business outcomes (with suitable importance weightings) 
but also to have a strategy in place for efficiently understanding how well each ITSM tool under 
consideration will meet those business needs.

This evaluation is more than the standard list of weighted features and functions traditionally 
detailed in an RFP. Instead, organizations should focus on their key criteria for ITSM tool selection 
and success, which will potentially include that the tool and/or tool vendor:

1. Provides the ITSM table stakes

2. Is focused on the delivered employee experiences

3. Enables the extension of ITSM capabilities to other business functions

4. Works with other IT and enterprise systems and tools through easy integrations

5. Facilitates improving capabilities over time

6. Is aligned with service management best practices

7. Offers a compelling total cost of ownership and a clear path to value creation

8. Provides quick time-to-value and ongoing ease of change

9. Promises a sustained investment in new capabilities that will help improve your organization

10. Desires a relationship, or partnership, that’s focused on mutual success.


